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Abstract:
This talk aims to contribute to the understanding of
opposition to autocratization – regimes exercising political
power in an increasingly arbitrary and repressive manner
that restricts contestation and participation – by analyzing
four recent Southeast Asian cases. One influential
explanation focuses on remaining electoral, state
institutional, and civil societal forms of democratic
accountability despite autocratization, with the greater
these residual constraints, the stronger pushback is likely to
be. However, this is the opposite of what can be observed in
this region. Indonesia - in which institutions of democratic
accountability remain most intact – has experienced much
less pushback to democratic backsliding framed as a
response to a growing Islamist-populist threat than has
Myanmar in which the dismantling of key institutional
structures justified by supposed electoral fraud in the
February 2021 coup sparked a national civilian uprising.
Similarly, in the Philippines there has been only occasional
and limited opposition to president Duterte’s executive
aggrandizement though his rule has left many institutional
constraints still in place. In Thailand, by contrast, although
the country’s military-monarchical rulers dismantled the
country’s institutions after a coup and held manipulated
elections only years later, there has been much greater
pushback with stronger electoral opposition and large
protests. Building on a discussion of differences between
military and civilian autocratizers as well as between liberal
and illiberal oppositionists, it is argued that the key to
understanding variations in opposition pushback (but not
necessarily the chances of its success) is the ability of antiregime forces to portray growing illiberalism as also being
anti-democratic.

